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COLLECTIVE FLOURISHING





ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

“Algorithmic Chemistry”
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DESIGN DRIVERS
• The United Nations projects that 66 per cent of the world’s population will 

live in cities by 2050. That shift puts enormous pressure on urban traffic and 

infrastructure. Given the trends, cities want to adopt and harness 

technologies to manage growth. 

• These demands combined with budget pressures require smarter 

approaches to traffic. 

• So far we have been building cities for 

cars, not for people!

• Cities are chaotic, messy – Transactional 

approaches do not work!! 

• How do we empower people to build the 

places they want, the cities they want?





SHIFT 1:

From Siloed To Holistic Thinking



SILOED APPROACHES



COMPLICATED

by Rube Goldberg
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PARADIGM SHIFT



HOLISTIC VIEW



Connected System





HOLISTIC VIEW







E.g. “Wheels away from the curve” rule – Tesla does it “governance by code”







(source: Makoto Miwa, Panasonic, 2006)



Complex Networked Ecosystems

INTERDEPENDENCIES

INTERDEPENDENCIES











* Self-Organized Criticality                         

**Highly Optimised Tolerances

Complex Adaptive Systems

• Absence of a global controller
• Emergence of hierarchical organization

• SOC* – (‘scale free’) 
• random interconnections 
of components, which at some point 
purely accidentally reach a (‘critical’) state 
that enables new structure to emerge.

• HOT** – (‘structured complexity’) systems evolved to self-reproduce 

control mechanisms and protocols that enforce barriers to attacks

• We can learn from developmental biology how to engineer resilience in 

complex artificial systems  



➢ Complex systems can be much more than a “soup”

Beyond statistics: heterogeneity, modularity, reproducibility

✓ “complex” doesn’t necessarily imply “flat” (or “scale-free”)...

→  modular, hierarchical, detailed architecture (at specific scales)

✓ “complex” doesn’t necessarily imply “random”...

→  reproducible patterns relying on programmable agents

✓ “complex” doesn’t necessarily imply “homogeneous”...

→  heterogeneous agents and diverse patterns, via positions











✓ Effective network deployment cannot exclusively rely on 

peer-to-peer self-organization at the local level

✓ Techno-social networks still need global monitoring and 

orchestration

▪ for that, high-level action plans could set 

the global course of the action, while low-

level implementation details would be 

carried out by individual agents

▪ action plans could be compiled down into 

local rules of attachment and broadcast to 

all agents

▪ thus, the network could adapt to new 

events by reprogramming the agents 

on the fly to create new formations

Action Plans



Balancing Bottom-Up and Top-Down

➢ Top-down

✓ orchestration to achieve desired goals

✓ high-level action plans set the global course of 

the action

➢ Bottom-up

✓ emergence from genotype (local rules)

✓ low-level implementation details carried out by 

individual agents



Network Function

• Relating network topology to network 
properties (such as resilience)

• Transport (information, material, energy, 
people…)

• Flows (work, material, energy, cars) / 
diffusion (disease, viruses, information) 

• In the context of robustness flows can 
lead to cascading failures under failure 
of critical hubs



Topology-Dynamics

• How does flow (traffic) affect structural 
change and how does this affect network 
properties?

• Connectivity matrix: maps desired output 
properties (e.g. robustness) and its input 
attributes (degree distribution; resource 
exchange across links)

• Control - tuning input attributes to maximize 
robustness

• Topology – substrate on which system dynamics 
unfolds

• Dynamical processes affect network’s evolution 
(emergence of new topology)



Network Robustness

- Robustness is achieved by a collection of 
protocols specifying control strategies for 
managing the flow (of data, people, packets, 
material, energy, etc.) – which create barriers to 
cascading failures (e.g. because of router, 
power, materials,… outages and congestion). 

- Likewise, in biology most genes code for sensors 
and actuators and the complex regulatory 
networks that control them thus conferring the 
cell robustness to variations rather than the mere 
function basic ability  required for survival in ideal 
circumstances. 



Communication Network Design



Dann Toliver











Hypercycle lets AI systems talk and work 

together easily. Right now, this is slow and 

expensive. Hypercycle makes it faster and 

cheaper. It also does it securely on a peer-to-

peer basis, without centralized controllers and 

communication hubs, using verifiable identity, 

and leveraging novel ledgerless blockchain 

technology.

https://youtu.be/-ECPWDP_Odg?si=pWkmbi-bwFDKuUpL 

https://youtu.be/-ECPWDP_Odg?si=pWkmbi-bwFDKuUpL


Ledgerless 

Zero Dependencies

Without Hypercycle

AI AI

AI AI

Bank

Ledger

Centraliz
ed

Decentraliz
ed

AI AI

AI

AI

With Hypercycle
True P2P



HyperCycle
Computation 

NODE

Data That Needs To 

Be Processed By AI for 

example PNG file that 

needs OCR (Optical 

Character Recognition)

Instructions aka 

Smart Contract





Interacting Nodes 

Instead of having the data mixed with others to be crunched – the algorithm comes 

to your machine and you keep control over your data!





Ultimate Solution

Once installed: 

❏ Select which AI you’d like to 
run on your compute power

❏Manage your AI compute 
from any device

Operator / 
Admin Panel



(source: Makoto Miwa, Panasonic, 2006)



Where are we headed?



(source: Makoto Miwa, Panasonic, 2006)

To realize this paradigm…

Shall we turn an open society into a corporate IT system which is perfect except 

for the ‘damn user citizen’?

User dignity crushed into this ‘IT immune system’
PANOPTICON





SHIFT 2: From an Exploitation to 

a Planetary Gardening Attitude 



FROM

   “Game A”     TO      “Game B”



LEGAL PERSONALITY





• An exhilarating, thought-provoking 
anthology that explores how a 
compassionate approach to 
business, politics and the 
environment can transform our 
planet.

It asked: What happens when we let 
the Golden Rule guide us to shift 
our thinking and behaviour?

Motivated and supported by the 
inspiration and leadership of the 
authors, including Al Gore, Paul 
Polman, Desmond Tutu, 
Muhammad Yunus and many more, 
Reboot the Future was founded to 
take up their unifying cause.

EMERGING CO-CREATIVE CULTURES



CULTURE SHIFT:

Planetary Operating System

• What policies are needed?

• New forms of organization

• “Architecture is politics" - pay attention 

to the architecture of systems if we want to 

understand their effects 

[Mitch Kapor] 



Response Type Networks
Routine Modular Customized

Best for Solving Familiar problems 

with known 

responses

Complex problems  

components known 

but not sequence of 

solutions 

Ambiguous 

problems that need 

innovative solutions

Trust Is placed in process 

execution

Is placed in role 

occupant

Is placed in other’s 

expertise

Management

Planning focuses on 

Control focuses on

Offerings; 

efficiency and reliable 

delivery

constellations of 

expertise; 

integration at point of 

delivery

general environments 

and expertise; 

output, not 

coordination

Culture & 

Leadership

Centralized decision 

making focus on 

standardization and 

maintaining stability

Shifting leadership, 

depends on domain; 

decision rights 

embedded in roles

Collaborative within / 

across org. lines, 

norms generalized 

reciprocity

Cross, Rob; Liedtka, Jeanne; Weiss, Leigh. 2005. A Practical Guide to Social Networks. Harvard 

Business Review. March, 2005. This is slightly modified from the table they present.



Belonging

Autonomy

Connectivi

ty

Competen

cy Set

Diversity

Emergenc

e

ORGANIZATION 3.O

Members create the organization

which in turn shapes the individual

CREATE CAPACITY

FOR SELF-ORGANIZATION

TO CATALYSE ACTION



➢ The rules emerge from social interactions

5 01 4

0 5 2 3
3 2

4 1

X’c

Xc

✓ the node 

routines 

are the 

“genotype” 

of the 

network

close Xa

if (xa == 2) { create Xb, X’b }

if (xa == 4) { create Xc, X’c }

if (xa == 5) { close X’a } else { open X’a }

close Xb

if (xb == 2) { close X’b } else { open X’b }

close Xc

if (xc == 3) { close X’c } else { open X’c }

X X’

‘Growing’ the Organization

✓ the network 

is the 

“phenotype”





“In right relationship”













 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Organizational parameters enabling responsible autonomy in the 
eNetworked ecosystem (from [6])  
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CULTURE – GOVERNANCE - TECHNOLOGY







RESTORING THE EQUILIBRIUM

MARS HABITAT APPROACH





SUSTAINABLE TOWN



EXPANDABLE HOUSE PROJECT



OPPORTUNITY



Design and 3D print your home!









FALSE HOPES !



SURPRISE: Tech is not enough…



DRIVER: Inability to adapt 

• Most technologies avoiding carbon dioxide 
emission are already available on the shelf. 
We lack the governance necessary to put 
them in function, related more to social 
sciences than to hard science.

• Due to lack of adequate policy frameworks the 
obstacles are the limited capacity of social 
processes to manage rapid change in 
institutional design, planning and public 
services.

Shift 3: 

From Risk to Resilience



How do we create a resilient world?

!



WITH Citizens FOR Citizens

Physical ‘smart application’

‘Cyber’

DIGITAL ECOLOGY



CYNEFIN FRAMEWORK

Evolving

Complex Crisis

Security system factors:

Resources, info sharing & 

social-cognitive factors

Emergency Management:

Complex problem-solving, 

shared decision making

Risk Factors:

Threat, Vulnerability & 

Consequence

Research on shared decision 

making and psycho-social 

barriers and enablers

Risk Mitigation:

Emergency Response 

Preparedness

(Evolution adaptive 

process

Risk Mitigation:

Prevention

(Evolution adaptive process)

Evolving

Complex Crisis

Security system factors:

Resources, info sharing & 

social-cognitive factors

Emergency Management:

Complex problem-solving, 

shared decision making

Risk Factors:

Threat, Vulnerability & 

Consequence

Research on shared decision 

making and psycho-social 

barriers and enablers

Risk Mitigation:

Emergency Response 

Preparedness

(Evolution adaptive 

process

Risk Mitigation:

Prevention

(Evolution adaptive process)

“Risk”-management
Uncertainty management



SOScial.Network is a publicly controlled and operated 
social network and marketplace which formed because of 
the volunteer rescue and relief efforts of Hurricane Harvey. 

"During Harvey, there were lots 
of things that could have gone 
better. There were so many 
lives, human and animal, that 
could've been saved, or people 
not taken advantage of, or 
homes not vandalized or 
donations not gone to waste, 
just by having a better method 
of doing things." 

~ Jon Cole - Founder
Among many other things, we’re 
empowering ordinary people to come 
together in order to save lives and give aid 
to disaster victims.







https://www.researchgate.net/figure/OpenLitterMap-Data-on-Plastic-Pollution-around-UCC

fig1_325696249

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/OpenLitterMap-Data-on-Plastic-Pollution-around-UCC-Cork-Ireland_


SHIFT from Centralized Hierarhical Control to Awareness-Based Collective Action



OpenLitterMap.com – Open Data 
on Plastic Pollution with 

Blockchain Rewards (Littercoin)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325696249_OpenLitterMapcom_-_Open_Data_on_Plastic_Pollution_with_Blockchain_Rewards_Littercoin
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325696249_OpenLitterMapcom_-_Open_Data_on_Plastic_Pollution_with_Blockchain_Rewards_Littercoin
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325696249_OpenLitterMapcom_-_Open_Data_on_Plastic_Pollution_with_Blockchain_Rewards_Littercoin


AgeWell employs able seniors known as “AgeWells” to visit socially 

isolated and/or chronically ill seniors who need additional support

AgeWell’s Solution

AgeWell has created a peer-to-peer care delivery model that 

improves the well-being and health of seniors, keeping them in their 

homes, while simultaneously reducing their healthcare expenses



AgeWell’s mission is
The Clients AgeWell’s Mission

✓ Reduce isolation and loneliness

✓ Support communities 

✓ Improve physical, social and 

emotional health

✓ Reduce health care costs







SHIFT 4: CO-CREATING WITH 

TECHNOLOGY





LEGAL PERSONALITY



Vision
Create the world’s largest decentralized music metaverse and 

revolutionize the music industry model with innovative AI and 

blockchain technologies. 

Desdemona the Robot
The world’s 1st band lead robot



CO-CREATION WITH TECHNOLOGY









Executive Summary

We will build:

Massive change and new revenue in the Music 
Industry

AI Music Tools and smart contract streaming 
platform

novel AI and blockchain driven music engagement, 
incentives

AI music NPC guided planetary galactic metaverse

The next business model for music

Co-founded with 
Dr. Ben Goertzel

Partnered with 
SingularityNET

Powered by the best 
AI Blockchain Tech 

& AI Music Tools
development on the 

Planet

Revolutionary music 
discovery, 

engagement, and 
business model 

platform

Massive traction: NFTs 
with members of 

Pearl Jam, Heart, and 
global icons to seed 

community structure. 



SPATIAL PROTOCOL

LINKING

THINGS (REAL AND VIRTUAL)

 AND PEOPLE

“EMBODIED AGENTS”





Advent of the Spatial Web



THE END OF HUMAN DOMINATED HISTORY

A NEW INTELLIGENT SPECIES EMERGING…



Pioneering a New Era of 
Human-AI
Collaboration in Virtual Worlds









SINGULARIOUS

Arious, The Future  City is an 

integrated  destination, with  

complementary  world-class 

leisure  and entertainment  

offerings.

● LEISURE & TOURISM OFFERINGS – Arious, The Future City offers multiple 

theme park and water park experiences, together with a multitude of other 

entertainment offerings

● CASINO GAMING – Arious, The Future City will deliver up to four casino 

resorts  in Phase 1, offering VIP, Mass Table and Gaming Machines

● RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT – Arious, The Future City residential offering 

will  appeal to local and international clientele, providing year-round patronage 

and  upfront investment

● TARGET MARKET – Arious, The Future City will serve the 125 million 

Europeans  within a 4.5-hour flight radius, together with additional core feeder 

markets from the  Middle East and Asia.

● LOCATION & ACCESS – Arious, The Future City is conveniently located within 

a  short distance from major transportation hubs in Dubai.

KEY COMPONENTS











The conscious city

Singularious AI Services Platform

SINGULARITYNET TECH ECOSYSTEM











Principles of 

“Emergent Engineering”

➢ Architecting without an architect

 “from the bottom up” → self-organizing

➢ Controlling complexity without a controller

 → ‘rules’ to catalyze and reinforce beneficial 

behavior

➢ Designing evolution without a designer:

 → co-evolution



✓ Effective network deployment cannot exclusively rely on 

peer-to-peer self-organization at the local level

✓ Techno-social networks still need global monitoring and 

orchestration

▪ for that, high-level action plans could set 

the global course of the action, while low-

level implementation details would be 

carried out by individual agents

▪ action plans could be compiled down into 

local rules of attachment and broadcast to 

all agents

▪ thus, the network could adapt to new 

events by reprogramming the agents 

on the fly to create new formations

Action Plans



maginationBeyond
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